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For years, the value of a college degree has been determined not by the most important outcomes of a college education, but by the easiest outcomes to measure, namely, job and graduate school placement rates and alumni salaries (usually only from their first job out of college). While these metrics have some merit, they do not provide a holistic view of college graduates' lives. These outcomes do not reflect the missions of higher education institutions, and they do not reflect the myriad reasons why students go to college.

Responding to the call for increased accountability among higher education institutions, Gallup and Purdue University focused their research efforts on outcomes that provide insight into the common and essential aspirations for college graduates, no matter what type of institution they attend. Together, Gallup and Purdue created an index that examines the long-term success of graduates as they pursue a good job and a better life. This index provides insight into the relationship between the college experience and whether college graduates have great jobs and great lives.

**WORKPLACE ENGAGEMENT**

Gallup's expertise on engagement in the workplace is rooted in more than 30 years of research on the 12 elements that best predict employee and workgroup performance. Engagement is more than job satisfaction. It involves employees being intellectually and emotionally connected with their organizations and work teams because they are able to do what they're best at, they like what they do at work, and they have someone who cares about their development at work.

Gallup's employee engagement index, based on responses to the 12 elements, categorizes workers as engaged, not engaged, or actively disengaged. People who are engaged at work are involved in and enthusiastic about their work. They are loyal and productive. Those who are not engaged may be productive and satisfied with their workplaces, but they are not intellectually and emotionally connected to them. Workers who are actively disengaged are physically present but intellectually and emotionally disconnected from their work and workplace. They are unhappy with their work, share their unhappiness with their colleagues, and are likely to jeopardize the performance of their teams.

Gallup studies show that worldwide, having a good job is one of the most important factors in life — because it occupies an enormous amount of people's time and their self-identity. In the U.S., Americans enroll in higher education institutions to prepare themselves to attain that “good” job. Additional recent Gallup research shows that only 30% of Americans are engaged in their jobs, meaning that the U.S. workplace is missing staggering amounts
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of economic benefit that comes from workforces that are more engaged. If higher education does not lead graduates to an engaging job, then it has fallen down on a central expectation of students and their families who support them through college.

**WELL-BEING**

Well-being is the combination of all the things that are important to each individual — it is how people think about and experience their lives. A common misconception is to confine well-being to just some areas — to believe that well-being is only about being happy or wealthy, or to make it synonymous with physical health. Rather, it is about the interaction and interdependency between many aspects of life such as finding fulfillment in daily work and interactions, having strong social relationships and access to the resources people need, feeling financially secure, being physically healthy, and taking part in a true community.

Understanding the need for a metric for institutions to measure well-being and monitor its improvement, Gallup and Healthways have developed the Gallup-Healthways Well-Being 5 View. This survey is based on findings from the Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index and years of joint research.4 The Well-Being 5 View asks 10 questions to gauge well-being in five elements:

**Purpose Well-Being:** Liking what you do each day and being motivated to achieve your goals

**Social Well-Being:** Having strong and supportive relationships and love in your life

**Financial Well-Being:** Effectively managing your economic life to reduce stress and increase security

**Community Well-Being:** The sense of engagement you have with the areas where you live, liking where you live, and feeling safe and having pride in your community

**Physical Well-Being:** Having good health and enough energy to get things done on a daily basis

Gallup categorizes people’s well-being in each of the elements as “thriving,” “struggling,” and “suffering,” based on their responses. Those who are thriving are strong, consistent, and progressing, while those who are struggling are moderate or inconsistent. Those who are suffering are at high risk.

Because each of the elements of well-being is additive, an individual who is thriving in two elements should have a cumulative advantage over someone who is thriving in just one. Someone thriving in three of the five areas should have an even greater advantage, and so on.5 For example, with some employers, Gallup has seen the annual health-related costs decrease incrementally according to how many well-being elements employees are thriving in. Thriving in all five areas is the pinnacle of well-being where individuals see the greatest advantage.

Previous Gallup research indicates that as of 2013, 29% of people in the U.S. are not thriving in any of these elements.6 Understanding how people think about and experience their lives is one of the first steps in determining the appropriate interventions that organizations, communities, and higher education need to take to solve their biggest challenges. This research has the ability to provide colleges and universities with insight on how to improve the lives of current undergraduates in these key areas, which are within their control. While there is no one way to achieve high well-being, except through work and accountability — institutions can help provide their students with goals that are ultimately more fulfilling than income alone.


INTRODUCTION

alumnI attachment

Gallup’s research across hundreds of organizations in many industries shows that fully engaged customers buy more, stay with you longer, and are more profitable than average customers — in good economic times and in bad. The Gallup-Purdue Index measures graduates’ current emotional attachment to their alma mater by adapting Gallup’s research on customer engagement to assess graduates’ perceptions of their colleges both in retrospect to their undergraduate experiences and their views as current alumni.

Because students spend a significant amount of resources preparing for life outside of college, it is crucial to gauge whether the experiences they had in college have promoted a well-lived life. This includes if they perceive that the college was a great fit for them, having professors who cared and made learning exciting, and, most importantly, feeling that their school prepared them well for life outside of college. The Gallup-Purdue Index will uncover which college experiences and perceptions are related to greater gains in the workplace and in well-being.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

When thinking about the ultimate outcome of a college degree, there is almost universal agreement about the value people seek and expect: to increase the probability of getting a good job and having a better life. Yet, there is not a single college or university in the U.S. that has rigorously researched and measured whether their graduates have “great jobs” and “great lives.”

Findings from the inaugural administration of the Gallup-Purdue Index — which includes interviews with more than 30,000 U.S. graduates — yield important insights for colleges, educators, employers, and students on the factors that contribute to these outcomes for college graduates.

Chief among these is that where graduates went to college — public or private, small or large, very selective or not selective — hardly matters at all to their current well-being and their work lives in comparison to their experiences in college. For example, if graduates had a professor who cared about them as a person, made them excited about learning, and encouraged them to pursue their dreams, their odds of being engaged at work more than doubled, as did their odds of thriving in their well-being. And if graduates had an internship or job where they were able to apply what they were learning in the classroom, were actively involved in extracurricular activities and organizations, and worked on projects that took a semester or more to complete, their odds of being engaged at work doubled also. Feeling supported and having deep learning experiences means everything when it comes to long-term outcomes for college graduates.

That these six elements of the college experience are so strongly related to graduates’ lives and careers is almost hard to fathom. When it comes to finding the secret to success, it’s not “where you go,” it’s “how you do it” that makes all the difference in higher education. Yet few college graduates achieve the winning combination. Only 14% of graduates strongly agree they were supported by professors who cared, made them excited about learning, and encouraged their dreams. Further, just 6% of graduates strongly agree they had a meaningful internship or job, worked on a long-term project, and were actively involved in extra-curricular activities. Those who strongly agree to having all six of these experiences during their college time are rare — only 3%.

The implications are broad. When a student is trying to decide between an elite Ivy League school, a large public university, or a small private college, what should he or she consider to help make the decision? When an employer is evaluating two recent graduates from different backgrounds and institutions, which educational background should distinguish one applicant over the other, and why? When colleges and universities are setting internal strategy, designing new programs and curricula, deciding what performance measures faculty should be compensated for, and attracting future students, what are they to do?

The answers to these questions are not simple enough to answer in one paragraph or one report. The data presented in this report suggest, however, that the answers lie in thinking about things that are more lasting than selectivity of an institution or any of the traditional measures of college. Instead, the answers may lie in what students are doing in college and how they are experiencing it. Those elements — more than any others — have a profound relationship to a person’s life and career. Yet they are being achieved by too few. It should be a national imperative — owned by higher education institutions, students, parents, businesses, non-profits, and government alike, to change this.
SOME OF GALLUP’S MOST IMPORTANT FINDINGS INCLUDE:

WORKPLACE ENGAGEMENT – GREAT JOBS
• Thirty-nine percent of college graduates are engaged at work.
• There is no distinction between graduates of public versus private colleges on employee engagement, but there is a substantial difference between graduates of for-profit institutions and the rest.
• There were no differences in employee engagement by race or ethnicity, or by whether the graduate had been the first in the family to attend college.
• As many graduates from the Top 100 U.S. News & World Report schools are engaged in their work as graduates from other institutions.
• If an employed graduate had a professor who cared about them as a person, one who made them excited about learning, and had a mentor who encouraged them to pursue their dreams, the graduate’s odds of being engaged at work more than doubled. Only 14% of graduates have had all three.
• If employed graduates feel their college prepared them well for life outside of it, the odds that they are engaged at work increase nearly three times.

WELL-BEING – GREAT LIVES
• Fifty-four percent are thriving in purpose well-being; 49% are thriving in social well-being, 47% in community well-being, 42% in financial well-being, and 35% in physical well-being.
• Only 11% of college graduates are thriving — strong, consistent, and progressing — in all five elements of well-being. More than one in six graduates are not thriving in any of the elements.
• If college graduates are engaged at work, the odds are nearly five times higher that they will be thriving in all five elements of well-being. The odds of thriving in all areas of well-being more than double for college graduates when they feel their college prepared them well for life outside of it.
• There is no distinction between graduates of public versus private colleges on well-being. However, there is a big difference on well-being for graduates of for-profit colleges.
• As many graduates from the Top 100-ranked schools in U.S. News & World Report are thriving in all elements of well-being as graduates from all other institutions.
• Higher well-being is related to graduates’ experiences. Graduates who felt “supported” during college (that professors cared, professors made them excited about learning, and had a mentor) are nearly three times as likely to be thriving than those who didn’t feel supported.
• The higher the amount of school loans that graduates took out for their undergraduate education, the worse off their well-being is. Fourteen percent of graduates who did not take out any loans are thriving in their well-being, compared with 4% of graduates with $20,000 to $40,000 in loans — the current average loan debt.

ALUMNI ATTACHMENT TO ALMA MATER
• Graduates who felt “supported” during their time in college are six times more likely to be emotionally attached to their alma mater.
• Overall, only 29% of college graduates “strongly agree” that college prepared them well for life outside of college, but agreement raises the odds of graduates’ attachment nearly nine times.
• Twenty-nine percent of graduates who are attached to their alma mater are thriving in well-being, versus 4% who are actively unattached to their colleges.
Illustrating the importance of a college degree in today’s job market, Gallup Daily tracking surveys in 2013 show that nearly twice as many college-educated adults in the U.S. are employed full time for an employer (58%) as those with no more than a high school degree (34%). And illustrating the difference that these “good jobs” can make in Americans’ daily existence, those who are employed for an employer are more likely to be positive about their lives — particularly when they think about the future. When asked to rate what they think their lives will be like in five years, Americans who are employed for an employer give their lives an average rating of 8.0 on a 10-point scale, where 10 is the best possible life. Those who are not employed for an employer give their future lives an average rating of 7.4.

Consistent with findings among the larger U.S. population, the majority of graduates (57%) surveyed in the Gallup-Purdue Index study are employed full time for an employer. This group includes nearly two-thirds (65%) of recent graduates who received their degrees between 2010 and 2014. Graduates who obtained their degrees after 1980 are the most likely to be working full time, while full-time employment drops precipitously among graduates who received their degrees earlier — placing them near or older than the typical retirement age.

More male graduates than female graduates are employed full time for an employer (63% vs. 52%) — in step with the gender patterns that Gallup sees in its measures of employment in the U.S. and worldwide. More graduates who majored in science (63%) or business (61%) are working full time than those who majored in the social sciences (53%) or the arts and humanities (52%).

**Nearly Four in 10 Employed College Graduates Are Engaged at Work**

But simply having a job isn’t enough. Gallup studies show that workplace engagement and people’s well-being are closely associated and that an engaging workplace increases the odds of higher well-being, regardless of policy or incentive.

Overall, the Gallup-Purdue Index shows that 39% of college graduates who are employed full time for an employer (excluding the self-employed) are engaged in the workplace, the plurality (49%) are not engaged, and 12% are actively disengaged. While the Gallup-Purdue study did not include non-college graduates, a separate Gallup Daily tracking study shows that 30% of Americans overall are engaged and that engagement tends to be higher among those with less than a college degree. However, direct comparisons between the studies should be avoided because of methodological differences.

**Engagement in the Workplace**

Among graduates who are employed full time for an employer

![Engagement in the Workplace](chart.png)

- Engaged: 39%
- Not Engaged: 49%
- Actively Disengaged: 12%
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7 Based on the Cantril Self-Anchoring Striving Scale.
10 Ibid.
Slightly more employed female college graduates, despite the gender equality issues they face in the workplace (including lower pay), than employed male graduates are engaged at work (42% vs. 36%). This is consistent with the gender patterns that Gallup has found in its previous national studies of the American workplace over the years and in its own client employee engagement database.11

There were no differences in employee engagement by race or ethnicity, or by whether the graduate had been the first in the family to attend college.

**COLLEGE PREPARATION FOR LIFE OUTSIDE OF COLLEGE DRIVES WORKPLACE ENGAGEMENT**

If employed graduates feel their college prepared them well for life outside of it, the odds that they are engaged at work rise nearly three times. Experiences in college that contribute to feeling prepared for life after college, such as internships or jobs where students are able to apply what they are learning in the classroom, active involvement in extracurricular activities and organizations, and working on a project that took a semester or more to complete are part of this preparation.

Employed graduates are more likely to be engaged in the workplace if they had any of these experiences individually, but if they took part in all three, their odds of engagement more than doubled. Fifty-nine percent of graduates who experienced all three are engaged at work, compared with 30% of those who did not have any of these experiences.

Only 6% of all college graduates strongly agree that they experienced all three, with roughly one-third strongly agreeing they worked on a long-term project (32%), and fewer than three in 10 strongly agreeing they had an internship or job (29%) or were actively involved in extracurricular activities (20%).

The support that graduates recall receiving from the institution as students, and whether graduates feel that their institutions were passionate about their long-term success, are important well after college.

If an employed graduate recalls having a professor who cared about them as a person, one who made them excited about learning, and having a mentor who encouraged them to pursue their dreams, the graduate’s odds of being engaged at work more than double. Fifty-seven percent of graduates who recalled receiving support in all three are engaged at work, compared with 25% who did not receive this support.
The odds of being engaged at work are:

Higher if … [College] prepared me well for life outside of college. 2.6x

Higher if … I had a mentor who encouraged me to pursue my goals and dreams. 2.2x

Higher if … My professors at [College] cared about me as a person. 1.9x

Higher if … I had an internship or job that allowed me to apply what I was learning in the classroom. 2.0x

Higher if … I worked on a project that took a semester or more to complete. 1.8x

Higher if … graduates experience all three 2.3x

Higher if … I had at least one professor at [College] who made me excited about learning. 2.4x

Higher if … I was extremely active in extracurricular activities and organizations while attending [College]. 1.8x

Higher if … graduates experience all three 2.4x

Only 14% of all college graduates strongly agree that they had support in all three areas. College graduates are most likely to strongly agree that they had a professor who excited them about learning (63%), while 27% strongly agree that they had a professor who cared about them personally, and 22% strongly agree that they had a mentor who encouraged them.

Unfortunately, those who strongly agree to having experienced all six elements of support and experiential and deep learning during their college time are rare: just 3% of all college graduates. This suggests that colleges can give students the knowledge and experiences that help make them engagement-ready and savvy enough to identify and seek out workplaces that foster engagement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE: SUPPORT AND EXPERIENTIAL AND DEEP LEARNING</th>
<th>% STRONGLY AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I had at least one professor at [College] who made me excited about learning.</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My professors at [College] cared about me as a person.</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I had a mentor who encouraged me to pursue my goals and dreams.</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All three</strong></td>
<td><strong>14%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I worked on a project that took a semester or more to complete.</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I had an internship or job that allowed me to apply what I was learning in the classroom.</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was extremely active in extracurricular activities and organizations while attending [College].</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All three</strong></td>
<td><strong>6%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All six</strong></td>
<td><strong>3%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS: TYPE OF SCHOOL DOESN'T MATTER MUCH TO ENGAGEMENT

Similar percentages of employed graduates of not-for-profit private colleges and employed graduates of public colleges are engaged at work. Graduates of private, for-profit institutions, however, are considerably less likely to be engaged at work (29%) than are graduates of private, not-for-profit institutions (40%) or public institutions (38%).

ENGAGEMENT IN THE WORKPLACE
Among graduates who are employed full time for an employer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Institution</th>
<th>Percentage Engaged at Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All graduates</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private not-for-profit</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private for-profit</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public (selective)</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public (non-selective)</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private not-for-profit (selective)</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private not-for-profit (non-selective)</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 100 U.S. News &amp; World Report</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other aspects of institutions such as the type of degrees they grant — bachelor’s, master’s, or doctorate — or the region where they are located in the U.S. do not make a difference in whether graduates are engaged in the workplace. Graduates of smaller schools, however, are less likely to be engaged in the workplace than graduates of larger schools with full-time undergraduate populations of 10,000 or more.

Being a graduate of a more selective college does not predict workplace engagement. As many graduates of institutions with selective admissions processes (based on the Carnegie Classification) are engaged at work as graduates of other schools. The percentage of graduates of the highly selective schools that make the U.S. News & World Report Top 100 list who are engaged at work (41%) is in line with the overall average (39%).

ADDITIONAL INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES: ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCES MAJORS MORE LIKELY TO BE ENGAGED

What graduates studied in school appears to contribute more to their likelihood of being engaged than where they studied it. Slightly more employed graduates who majored in the arts and humanities (41%) and social sciences (41%) are engaged at work than either science (38%) or business (37%) majors.

But the longer it takes graduates to get their degree, the lower their engagement. Four in 10 (40%) employed graduates who finished their degree in four or fewer years are engaged in the workplace, compared with about one-third (34%) of those who took five and a half or more years to graduate. Finishing school in four years actually doubles the odds of engagement for working graduates.

As many graduates of selective schools are engaged as graduates of other schools.
College graduates expect that a college education will lead to a better life. Gallup Daily tracking studies in the U.S. suggest that it does on a relative scale: People’s evaluations of their current lives rise with education, with college graduates and those with post-graduate education giving their lives the highest ratings. The Gallup-Purdue Index finds nearly nine in 10 graduates say they are satisfied with their lives, and on average, rate their current lives a 7.4 on a 10-point scale, where 10 is the best possible life.12

The majority of the graduates surveyed are thriving — strong, consistent, and progressing — in one or more of the five interrelated elements of well-being, but on average, they are thriving in just two elements. In fact, only 11% of graduates are reaping the cumulative advantages of thriving in all five elements — in line with the relatively small percentages Gallup generally sees among the larger U.S. population in other research. More than one in six (17%) graduates are not thriving in any of the elements. Altogether, this suggests that many graduates are still waiting to experience that “great life.”

This is particularly true of recent graduates — some of whom are likely still paying off their school loans and just starting their professional careers. Three percent of graduates who received their degrees in the past four years are thriving in all five elements. In contrast, well-being is higher across all five elements for older graduates. For instance, graduates who received their degrees in the 1950s and 1960s are much more likely to be thriving in all elements. As many as 26% of graduates who received their degrees in the 1960s are thriving in all elements. This highlights the important role that age plays in determining the relative influence of experiences on one’s well-being.13

12 Based on the Cantril Self-Anchoring Striving Scale

WELL-BEING

Majority of graduates thriving in purpose well-being

More college graduates are thriving in purpose well-being than any other element of well-being. These graduates like what they do every day and get to learn or do something interesting on a daily basis, leading more than half of them (54%) to be thriving in this area. Other Gallup research shows that people with thriving purpose well-being are more than twice as likely to be thriving in their lives overall.

Fewer college graduates are doing as well in the element of social well-being. Still, the positive energy and encouragement that graduates feel they get from their friends and family lead nearly half of them (49%) to be thriving in this area. A similar percentage of graduates (47%) like living in their communities and are engaged enough to be thriving in community well-being.

Slightly more than four in 10 graduates (42%) are thriving in the element that is more traditionally associated with their long-term success — financial well-being. Still, those graduates who are thriving in financial well-being feel financially secure and do not regularly worry about money.

Fewer college graduates are thriving in physical well-being than in any other element, with about one in three (35%) strongly agreeing that their physical health is near-perfect and that they felt active and productive every day during the past week.

Workplaces and institutions are key drivers of well-being

If employed graduates are engaged at work, the odds are nearly five times higher that they will be thriving in all five elements of well-being. Further, workplace engagement has a strong, positive relationship to each of the well-being elements individually.

When graduates are emotionally attached to their college or university — meaning that they strongly agree that their college or university was the perfect school for them and they can’t imagine a world without it — they are twice as likely to be thriving in all elements of well-being.

The odds of thriving in all areas of well-being also more than double for college graduates when they agree that their college prepared them well for life outside of it, and the odds nearly double when they agree that their college was passionate about their long-term success.

Graduates thriving in all five elements by decade of graduation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decade</th>
<th>Thriving Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1959</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960-69</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-79</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-89</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-99</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-09</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-14</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Purpose Well-Being

I like what I do every day.
I learn or do something interesting every day.

Social Well-Being

Someone in my life always encourages me to be healthy.
My friends and family give me positive energy every day.

Community Well-Being

The city or area where I live is a perfect place for me.
In the last 12 months, I have received recognition for helping to improve the city or area where I live.

Financial Well-Being

I have enough money to do everything I want to do.
In the last seven days, I have worried about money.

Physical Well-Being

In the last seven days, I have felt active and productive every day.
My physical health is near-perfect.
Odds of thriving in all areas of well-being are:

- **4.6x** Higher if … Engaged at work
- **2.5x** Higher if … [College] prepared me well for life outside of college.
- **2.0x** Higher if … Emotionally attached to school
- **1.9x** Higher if … [College] passionate about the long-term success of its students.
- **1.7x** Higher if … I had a mentor who encouraged me to pursue my goals and dreams.
- **1.7x** Higher if … My professors at [College] cared about me as a person.
- **1.5x** Higher if … I had at least one professor at [College] who made me excited about learning.
- **1.9x** Higher if … graduates experience all three
- **1.5x** Higher if … I had an internship or job that allowed me to apply what I was learning in the classroom.
- **1.4x** Higher if … I was extremely active in extracurricular activities and organizations while attending [College].
- **1.1x** Higher if … I worked on a project that took a semester or more to complete.
- **1.3x** Higher if … graduates experience all three

**WORKPLACE ENGAGEMENT INCREASES WITH THRIVING**

Workplace engagement also increases for graduates as the number of elements they are thriving in also increases. Only 12% of graduates who are thriving in none of the elements are engaged with their work. On the other hand, 72% of graduates who are thriving in all five elements are engaged with their work.

**INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS: SCHOOL TYPE NOT RELATED TO WELL-BEING**

Although what they experience in college stays with graduates long after they leave it, the type of school that graduates received their degrees from is not related to thriving in all five areas of their well-being.

Similar percentages of graduates of not-for-profit private institutions and public institutions are thriving in all five elements of well-being. However, considerably fewer graduates of private, for-profit institutions have thriving well-being in all areas than are graduates of private, not-for-
profit institutions. Only 4% of graduates of private, for-profit institutions are thriving in all areas of well-being.

Other aspects of institutions, such as their size, the type of degrees they grant — baccalaureate, master’s, or doctorate — or the region where they are located in the U.S., do not make a difference in whether graduates are thriving in all five elements of well-being. The percentage of graduates of more selective schools (based on the Carnegie Classification) who are thriving in all five elements is similar to the percentage of graduates of other schools. Twelve percent of graduates of U.S. News & World Report Top 100 schools are thriving — in line with the overall average (11%).

**THRIVING WELL-BEING IN ALL FIVE ELEMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution Type</th>
<th>Thriving Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All graduates</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private not-for-profit</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private for-profit</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public (selective)</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public (non-selective)</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private not-for-profit (selective)</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private not-for-profit (non-selective)</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 100 U.S. News &amp; World Report</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES: LOAN DEBT CAN CRIPPLE WELL-BEING**

With average student loan debts topping $29,000 in 2012,14 many of today’s graduates can expect to be paying for their education for a long time. And they may keep paying in other ways. The amount of student loans that graduates take out to pay for their undergraduate degree is related to their well-being in every element. The higher the loan amount, the worse the well-being. Only 4% of graduates who owed between $20,000 and $40,000 are thriving in all areas, compared with 14% of those who did not take out loans.

**LOAN DEBT FOR UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AND WELL-BEING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loan Amount Range</th>
<th>Thriving Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No debt</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1-$10,000</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,001-$20,000</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20,001-$40,000</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40,001+</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High student loan debt also may inhibit entrepreneurial activity, particularly among those who graduated after 1990. The higher the loan amount that graduates reported they took out for their undergraduate education, the less likely they are to say they started a business.

More college graduates who felt supported in college — because they had a mentor who encouraged them to pursue their goals and dreams, a professor who made them excited about learning, and felt their professors cared about them as a person — are thriving in all areas of their well-being. Seventeen percent of those who felt supported are thriving in all five areas, compared with 6% of those who did not feel supported.

Such support may matter even more to long-term well-being than other college experiences. Graduates who engaged in experiential and deep learning — by taking part in paid internships, being active in extracurricular activities and with organizations, and completing a long-term project — are slightly more likely to be thriving in all areas of well-being. Thirteen percent who had these experiences are thriving, compared with 10% who did not have these experiences.

---

14 Source: Institute for College Access & Success Project on Student Debt
ENGAGEMENT AND WELL-BEING AMONG THOSE WITH ASSOCIATE’S DEGREES

In a separate study, Gallup looked at these same measures of engagement, well-being, and experiential learning and support among those with two-year degrees. While the results should not be directly compared with those who have bachelor’s degrees or more education, the study did reveal some interesting information about these graduates.

ENGAGEMENT
Fifty-four percent of those with associate’s degrees who participated in the study work full time for an employer. Nearly four in 10 (39%) of those workers are engaged at work, while the plurality are not engaged (49%), and 12% are actively disengaged.

WELL-BEING
Six percent of those with associate’s degrees are thriving in all five areas of their well-being. Nearly one in four of those with two-year degrees are not thriving in any element of well-being. The highest percentage are thriving in purpose well-being, with nearly half (48%) thriving in this area, followed by social well-being (41%) and community well-being (39%). They are less likely to be doing well in the areas of financial well-being and physical well-being; three in 10 or fewer are thriving in either element.

SUPPORT AND EXPERIENTIAL AND DEEP LEARNING
Only 12% of those with associate’s degrees strongly agree they were supported by professors who cared, made them excited about learning, and encouraged their dreams. Very few (2%) strongly agree they had a meaningful internship or job, worked on a long-term project, and were actively involved in extra-curricular activities.
Though it was not the primary emphasis of this study, many colleges and universities spend inordinate resources to drive alumni giving and are concerned with alumni attachment to the school after graduation. Gallup explores this connection between the “customers of higher education” and their alma maters by looking at their level of agreement with two questions: “I can’t imagine a world without [College name]” and “[College name] was the perfect school for people like me.” Graduates who strongly agree with both items are considered “emotionally attached.”

When graduates are emotionally attached to their college or university, they are two times more likely to be thriving in all elements of well-being, and they are two times more likely to be engaged with their jobs. These interconnections make it important to look at the strength of the existing emotional bonds between graduates and their alma maters and what may contribute to them.

Overall, slightly fewer than one in five graduates (18%) are still emotionally attached to their schools. Nine percent are actively emotionally unattached — meaning that they strongly disagree that their schools were perfect for them and that they can’t imagine a world without their schools. Slightly more female graduates are attached (20%) to their schools than are male graduates (16%). Those who received their degrees before 1970 also have higher-than-average attachment to their graduating institutions, rising well above one-quarter in the two oldest graduate groups.

**PREPARATION, PASSION STRONGEST DRIVERS OF ALUMNI ATTACHMENT**

Overall, 29% of college graduates “strongly agree” that their college prepared them well for life outside of college. Nearly as many graduates (24%) “strongly agree” that their college is passionate about the long-term success of its students. These two items are strongly related to graduates’ attachment to their schools, just as they are to well-being and workplace engagement. Strongly agreeing with the first
The odds of being emotionally attached to alma mater are:

- **8.7x** Higher if … [College] prepared me well for life outside of college.
- **8.1x** Higher if … [College] passionate about the long-term success of its students.
- **6.2x** Higher if … My professors at [College] cared about me as a person.
- **5.5x** Higher if … I had at least one professor at [College] who made me excited about learning.
- **4.1x** Higher if … I had a mentor who encouraged me to pursue my goals and dreams.
- **6.1x** Higher if … graduates experience all three
- **2.7x** Higher if … I was extremely active in extracurricular activities and organizations while attending [College].
- **2.4x** Higher if … I had an internship or job that allowed me to apply what I was learning in the classroom.
- **2.2x** Higher if … I worked on a project that took a semester or more to complete.
- **3.2x** Higher if … graduates experience all three

statement raises the odds of graduates’ attachment nearly nine times, and strongly agreeing with the second increases the odds more than eight times.

The support that graduates recall receiving from their institution as students is also important well into their post-graduate careers. Forty-eight percent of graduates who say they had a professor who cared about them as a person, one who made them excited about learning, and had a mentor who encouraged them to pursue their dreams are emotionally attached, compared with 2% who did not receive any of this support.

Experiences such as internships or jobs, active involvement in extracurricular activities and organizations, and working on a long-term project are also related to attachment, but not nearly to the same degree as support. Thirty-nine percent of graduates who report experiencing all of these are emotionally attached, compared with 9% who did not have any these experiences.

**INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS: GRADUATES OF PRIVATE, SELECTIVE SCHOOLS MORE LIKELY TO FEEL ATTACHED**

Slightly more graduates of private colleges feel emotionally attached to their college (20%) than are graduates of public colleges (17%). But half as many graduates of private, for-profit schools (11%) are as attached as graduates who attended private, not-for-profit schools (20%).

Among graduates of public and private, not-for-profit institutions, more of those who attended schools with selective admissions (Carnegie Classifications) are attached to their school than those who attended schools that do not use this criterion.

**ADDITIONAL INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES: TIME, INVOLVEMENT ON CAMPUS RELATES TO ATTACHMENT**

The time that graduates spent on campus as undergraduates and how involved they were relates to their current emotional attachment to their school. For example, more...
graduates who attended the same college until graduation are emotionally attached to their school (20%) than those who transferred from a two-year (16%) or four-year college or university (13%). And more graduates who lived on their college’s campus (24%) are attached than those who spent no time living on campus (14%).

Alumni who participated in school clubs or fraternities or sororities exhibit higher attachment. Twenty-one percent of graduates who say they were members of clubs on campus (about 56% of all graduates surveyed) are emotionally attached to their schools, compared with 14% who say they were not members of these clubs. Twenty-two percent of those who were in sororities or fraternities (16% of all graduates claimed membership) are attached, compared with 17% who were not members of sororities or fraternities.

**EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT AND CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Emotionally attached</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All graduates</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lived on campus</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not live on campus</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club member</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-club member</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sororities/Fraternities member</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sororities/Fraternities member</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The well-being of emotionally attached college graduates is much higher than that of actively unattached graduates. Twenty-nine percent of attached college graduates are thriving in all five elements of well-being, whereas just 4% of actively unattached college graduates are thriving in all five elements of well-being.

**FINAL THOUGHTS**

The initial findings from the 2014 Gallup-Purdue Index shed light on how the effects of certain powerful college experiences can be felt years and even decades after graduation. College students, their families, and the American public all expect that college is a transformative experience that leads to great jobs and great lives. All too often, however, that is not the case. Higher education has the power to change that. A national dialogue on improving the college experience should focus on ways to provide students with more emotional support, and with more opportunities for deep learning experiences and real-life applications of classroom learning. By taking action, colleges, educators, students, and their families can move the needle so more college graduates experience that great job and great life.
Results for the Gallup-Purdue Index are based on Web surveys conducted Feb. 4 – March 7, 2014, with a random sample of approximately 1,557 respondents with an associate’s degree and 29,560 respondents with a bachelor’s degree or higher, aged 18 and older, with Internet access, living in all 50 U.S. states and the District of Columbia.

The Gallup-Purdue Index sample was compiled from two sources — the Gallup Panel and the Gallup Daily Tracking survey.

The Gallup Panel is a proprietary, probability-based longitudinal panel of U.S. adults who are selected using random-digit-dial (RDD) and address-based sampling methods. The Gallup Panel is not an opt-in panel. The Gallup Panel includes 60,000 individuals. Panel members can be surveyed by phone, mail, or Web. Gallup Panel members with a college degree, and who have access to the Internet, were invited to take the Gallup-Purdue Index survey online.

Gallup Daily tracking includes two parallel surveys — the U.S. Daily and the Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index®. Each sample of national adults includes a minimum quota of 50% cellphone respondents and 50% landline respondents, with additional minimum quotas by time zone within region. Landline and cellular telephone numbers are selected using RDD methods. Landline respondents are chosen at random within each household on the basis of which member had the most recent birthday. Gallup Daily tracking respondents with a college degree, who agreed to future recontact, were invited to take the Gallup-Purdue Index survey online.

Gallup-Purdue Index interviews are conducted with respondents via the Web, in English only. Samples are weighted to correct for unequal selection probability and nonresponse. The data are weighted to match national demographics of gender, age, race, Hispanic ethnicity, education, and region. Demographic weighting targets are based on the most recent Current Population Survey figures for the aged 18 and older associate’s degree population and U.S. bachelor’s degree or higher population. Weighting was conducted separately for the two groups (associate’s degree population and bachelor’s degree population).

All reported margins of sampling error include the computed design effects for weighting.

For results based on the total sample of associate’s degree respondents, the margin of sampling error is ±3.8 percentage points at the 95% confidence level.

For results based on employee engagement of associate’s degree respondents, the margin of sampling error is ±4.8 percentage points at the 95% confidence level.

For results based on the total sample of bachelor’s degree or higher respondents, the margin of sampling error is ±0.9 percentage points at the 95% confidence level.

For results based on employee engagement of bachelor’s degree or higher respondents, the margin of sampling error is ±1.0 percentage points at the 95% confidence level.

In addition to sampling error, question wording and practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of public opinion polls.
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